A unified approach to sampling theorems for (wide sense) stationary random processes rests upon Hilbert space concepts. New results in sampling theory are obtained along the following lines: recovery of the process x(t) from nonperiodic samples, or when any finite number of samples are deleted; conditions for obtaining x (t) when only the past is sampled; a criterion for restoring x(t) from a finite number of consecutive samples; and a minimum mean square error estimate of x(t) based on any (possibly nonperiodie) set of samples.
I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of the Shannon (1949) sampling theorem is well illustrated by its emphasis in texts on information theory (Goldman, 1954) and communication engineering (Nichols and Rauch, 1956) . Only recently, however, has this theorem been proved rigorously for (wide sense) stationary random processes (Balakrishnan, 1957) .
Throughout this paper, x(t) represents a random process which may be thought of as a message or signal. In communication systems, the numerical values of x(t) occurring at some discrete set of times Tn are often transmitted in place of the continuous parameter x(t); this technique enhances noise immunity and/or permits time sharing of a single channel Other devices, such as digital computers, have a discrete time base, and are capable only of employing a set of numbers x(T~), the numerical values of x(t) at the times r~. * The research reported here was supported by NASA Research Grant NsG-2-59, and The University of Michigan Institute of Science and Technology.
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BEUTLER
It is customary to call the discrete denumerable set {Tn} the sampling times, and x(rn) the samples or sample values. One aim of sampling theory is to discover the conditions on {T,~} which wilt insure that x(t) can be recovered from its samples. A crude statement of the basic theorem (Shannon, 1949 ) is as follows: if z(t) contains only frequencies below W radians per second, x(t) may be recovered from periodic samples x(v,~) taken ~r/W seconds apart. The precise meaning of this statement, as well as some generalizations, will become clear in the sequel.
One proof of the sampling theorem for (wide sense) stationary random processes rests on Hilbert space concepts, integration theory, and the properties of trigonometric series. The proof itself suggests new results along the following lines: recovery of x(t) from nonperiodic samples, or when any finite set of samples is deleted; conditions for obtaining x(t) when only the past is sampled; a criterion for restoring x(t) from a fillite number of consecutive samples1; and a minimum mean square error estimate of x(t) based on any (possibly nonperiodic) set of samples.
In each ease, the proofs apply not only to the recovery of x(t), but are extended to show that (almost) arbitrary linear operations on x(t) can be reproduced by linear combinations of the samples. Further generality is attained through use of the spectral distribution function F(. ) of x(t), without the usual assumption of absolute continuity of F(. ).2
The emphasis throughout is on a unified approach to sampling theory through a common set of techniques. This viewpoint provides a powerful yet rigorous method of treating sampling theory.
II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
The definitions, concepts, and notation to be used throughout this paper are given below. Known results are stated as assertions, detailed proofs being readily available (see Doob, 1953 , particularly Chapter XI, Sections 3 and 4):
In dealing with the (wide sense) stationary x(t) we shall utilize only i Some authors like to assume that x(t) is finite dimensional, i.e., recoverable from 2WT samples (W is bandwidth, T < ~). For stationary x(t), this is shown here to be valid only when x(t) belongs to a limited (and nearly trivial) class of processes.
For example, F(.) could be continuous and strictly increasing, with zero derivative almost everywhere (a.e.). Then x(t) has positive power, even though its spectral density is zero a.e., and there is no line spectrum.
the second-order properties (e.g., autoeorrelation) of the process. Therefore, the spectral distribution function F(. ) gives as'complete a description of the process as is needed. The F(. ) in question may be normalized without loss of generality. Accordingly, it is assumed henceforth that F(-~) = 0, F(-[-~) = 1, and that F(-) is right continuous. The term "band-limited" is applied to x(t) when, in addition, F(-or -0) = 0 and F(~r -t-0) = 1. That is, x(t) has total average power m~ity; this power is concentrated in a ½-cycle bandwidth if x(t) is band-limited.
F(-) is said to have a point of increase (or jump) at co if F(co) -F(co --0) > 0. Then x(t) has a random component ae *~t where a may be a random variable. In engineering language, the point of increase corresponds to a spectral line at co, or a 3-function component in the spectral density at that frequency.
The spectrum of x(t) is the set of points S satisfying S = {co I F(co + e) --F(co --e) > 0 for each e > 0} (2.1)
If co is an isolated point of S, co must be a point of increase. Consequently, when S consists only of a finite number of points each point of S is a point of increase. A base as here defined is any set of elements of//2 (or H~) whose span is H2 (or H~). Since we have just exhibited a denumerable base, a denumerable basis (maximal orthonormal set) exists. Because every basis has the same cardinality, this cardinality can be taken to define the dimension of //2 (and likewise //1). If a space is of finite dimension N -1, any N (and hence any N q-m) elements will be linearly dependent. Thatis, givenanyN elementsh. C H2 , I1 ~ c~hn(~) [I = 0 for some set of c~ of which at least one is not zero. Exhibiting a set of N linearly independent elements of//2 is thus equivalent to proving that H2 is at least of dimension N.
Let {h~ (.) }, h~ C //2, be such that for each t there exists a set of coefficients c~ with the property that for all t, providing only that h(% t) C//2 for each t. Because h(o~, t) = To apply the preceding discussion to sampling theory, it is necessary only to take h~(co) = e ~r'~, where {r,~} is the specified set of real numbers constituting the sampling times. Evidently, h,, C H2 corresponds to x(r~) C H~. Therefore, V{e ~'~} = H2 implies that the resu!t of a linear operation on x(t) can be given by a weighted sum of sample values x(r~). More precisely, suppose that y(t) is any random process of the type described in the last paragraph. We may then choose a set of functions c~,(t) such that the random process !)(t) = 1.i.m. ~ Cn(t)x(r~) is equal to y(t) in the sense that !)(t) = y(t) Mth probability one for each t.
Of value for practical applications is the specialization h(o~, t) = 
!)s(t) = ~-]--~ c~(t)x( r,~)
are, in general, nonstationary.
III. STANDARD SAMPLING THEOREMS
The Shannon sampling theorem paraphrased in the Introduction will now be stated in a precise form and proved. No novelty is claimed for the proof, which is like Balakrishnan's (1957, Theorem 2). However, the considerations of Section II imply more than is stated elsewhere, namely, that even time-varying linear operators on x(t) can be expressed as a weighted sum of the samples. Moreover, the proof given in our Theorem 1 can be elaborated to yield new results, of which some of the subsequent theorems are examples.
BEUTLER
In terms of the normalization of F(. ) and the definition of bandlimited process given in the Introduction, the basic sampling theorem becomes THEOREM 1: Let x( t) be a (wide sense) stationary band-limited random process, with the further restriction that F( . ) is continuous at -~r and +~r. Then V{e i~È, all n} = H2 and V{x(n), all n} = HI. Specifically,
where 2( t) is the random process defined as
PRooF: We assume now--and prove later--that
for some set of c~(t). Then the first assertion of the theorem is true. Also, V{ x (n), all n} = H1, since H1 and//2 are isomorphic with x (n) C H1 corresponding to e ~ ~ H2.
The existence of h(w, t) = 1.i.m. ~ c~(t)e ~ is another consequence of (3.4). In H~, there is the corresponding element 1.i.m. ~ en(t)x(n) so that the definition of 2(t) given by (3.2) makes sense. Now suppose t fixed but arbitrary, and let any 8 > 0 be specified. If N is sufficiently large
2), and
--N because of (3.4) and the isomorphism between H1 and H2. Combining (3.5) and (3.6) via the triangle inequality yields
I[ 2(t) --x(t) II < 6 (3.7)
But (3.7) holds for any ~ > 0, so that H 2(t) -z(t) I[ = 0 or
The latter form clearly implies (3.1).
To eomptete the proof, we demonstrate the truth of (3.4); the c,~(t) which appears there is specified by (3.3). Indeed, (3.4) is true (by definition of the norm) if and only if f~r+0 e iwt 2 2
It will be proved that the limit of the integrand is zero a.e. (measure dP), and that interchange in the order of integration and taking limits is legitimate.
Let us expand e i~t as a function of ~o over the interval -~r to +z in a trigonometric (Fourier) series. This series has partial sums E+~ ,oo _ c~(t)e , where c~(t) = (1/2z) f+~ ei~te -~ dt. A simple ealeulation shows that these c~(t) agree with (3.3).
+N i~ n
The convergence and boundedness properties of ~--]-N c~(t)e are determined (for each fixed t) by the fact that e ~'~t is cOntinUOUS and of bounded variation. Hence (Titehmareh, 1939, pp. 406-408) ~,+_~c~(t)e i~ converges to e ~t everywhere in (-~, -¢-~r), but not --17rt necessarily at o~ = ±~r (since e ¢~t ~ C , in general). Because 4-~r are eontimfity points of F(-), and because the measure induced by F(. ) is zero outside of [-~, +~r] , convergence on (-~r, +~r) is convergence a.e. (measure dF). Therefore, +~" cn(t)e~O,,~ lim e i~* --~ = 0 a.e. (measure dF) (3.9)
That e ;~ is of bounded variation assures that ] ~+~v c~(t)J~' I is uniformly bounded in ~ and N. Then there exists an M < ~ such that
We see from (3.10) that the integrand in (3.8) is dominated by an integrable function (a constant) independent of N. The interchange of limit and integration becomes valid (Halmos, 1950, p. 110), and (3.9) shows that the limit is zero; hence (3.8) is indeed true. It is often asserted that x(t) can be recovered from its samples only if its highest frequency component is less than half the sampling frequency. The continuity of F(. ) at its endpoints is a precise version of this statement. For a complex random process, however, it is permissible that F(. ) be discontinuous at -Tr or +~r, but not both. If x(t) is real, its component at angular frequency 7r must be of the form a cos (t + r), where a and r are random variables, r being uniformly distributed on (0, 2~r) (el. Beutler, in press). The sample components due to this frequency are all equal, with their magnitude dependent on both a and r. This makes it impossible to recover the ~r frequency component, even if the mean of x(t) is zero.
On the other hand, if F(-) has a jump of 2 at only one endpoint, say -t-~r, there is a contribution of c~e ~t to x(t), where ~ is a random variable with E[a 2] = ¢2. Then samples of o~e i~t at unit intervals have magnitude and alternating sign, so that a is recoverable, even if x(t) has nonzero mean. Jumps of F(-) at both -~r and +~r would contribute a term ae i~t + fie -~'~t to x(t), where a and fi are orthogonal random variables. Unit interval sampling could therefore recover the sum a + fl, but no more.
The affrmative statement of the last paragraph is formalized by 
F[ e ~' --E c-(t)e i'~" ]l
become zero as N --> oo. This artifice is necessary to take into account the jump at -~r or +Tr. To be definite, assume the jump to be at +Tr. Then g(. ) is defined by where 0 < 8 < ~r will be chosen presently. We observe that g(co) and e coincide 4 except on (Tr -8, ~r), and that l e i _<_ 2 (3.13)
Hence ] e ¢~t --g(co)i] < 2{F(rr --0) -F(Tr --a)} 1/2 (3.14)
It will be proved that, for any e > 0, there exists a 3 > 0 such that F(Tr --0) --FOr -8) < e. 5 Let F(.) be decomposed into its continuous and discontinuous parts, Fc(. ) and Fa(-), respectively. It is clear that there exists a 6 > 0 such that Fc(rr) -Fo(~r -6) < e/2. For Fa(" ),
where the jumps ui(ooj) > 0 occur at ~1, w: , .-.. The convergence of this sum of positive terms implies that there is a finite set of indices J so chosen that ~s,ju~(coj) < e/2. Since the ~j belonging to J are nowhere dense, 6 > 0 can be selected so that (rr, rr -6) contains none of these ~-. Then Fd(7r --0) --Fd(~r-6) _--__ ~.~ uj(~) < e/2. Combining the latter result with Fo(~) -Fo(~r -6) < e/2, and choosing whichever is smaller, gives the desired result. Thus, (3.14) may be rendered as close to zero as desired by making 6 > 0 sufficiently small.
Turning now to the other term on the right hand side of (3.11), we note that g(. ) is continuous and of bounded variation, with g0r) = g(--~r). Therefore, the Fourier series for g(. ) over [-~r, +~r] converges boundedly at every point of the interval, including also the endpoints. The arguments used in Theorem 1 to prove (3.4) are repeated verbatim, except that the a.e. convergence (measure dF) of ~-~+~ c~(t)e to g (oa) , where the c~(t) are Fourier coefficients, follows a fortiori from the ordinary convergence everywhere.
Since (3.4) has now been proved valid under the more general conditions of Theorem la, all the conclusions of Theorem 1 follow (proof is as before) with the possible exception of (3.3). But PROOF: If F(. ) has a discontinuity at -r or q-~, we take the discontinuity at q-r, as in Theorem la; this is merely a convenience. To verify (4.1), we again turn to (3.11). It is necessary only to show where the c,(t) satisfy (4.2); the remainder of the proof is already given in Theorem la.
The author has been able to prove this theorem by methods similar to those of Theorem la. Lloyd's approach is quite different.
We assume that a0 ~ (-~r, +or). If ~0 = ±or, the slight modifications required for the proof are obvious. Since S p is easily verified to be open, there exists an interval (a, b) with -~r < a < ~0 < b < ~r and such that 
m. x(~-~)(t') -x(~-~)(t) t'~t t' --t exists, with the understanding that x (°) ( t) = x( t) (iii) 2(t) = x(t) with probability one for each t, where
2(t) --1.i.m.
(t T)nx(n) (T)
(4.11 (4.12)
PROOF: We may take r = 0 without loss of generality, so that there exists a subsequence in [rn} such that limn-~ r~ = 0 (we have omitted indexing the subscripts of the r~ in this sub-sequence, since the sub-sequence contains all the r~ we shall need).
As an intermediate step in the proof of (i), we substantiate that gives the desired result. Now the integrand in (4.14) converges to zero. Furthermore, the integrand is majorized by 4co 2, which is integrable by virtue of (4.10). The truth of (4.14) is therefore established through use of Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. Let us assumethat (it0) In view of (4.13), (i) to complete the proof of (i).
We now turn to (ii). For n = 1, [x(t') -x(t)]/(t' -t) in H1 corresponds to (e ~t' -e~t)/(t' -t) in H2.
Refering to (4.14) and the remarks immediately following implies (via an identical argument) that
• io~t
1.i.m.e -e -(z~)e .
t'~t t ! --t Then 1.i.m.t,-,t [x(t') --x(t)/t' -t) exists (because of the isomorphism of H1 with H2). Therefore, corresponding to (i(,)e ~t C H2 is x(1)(t) C Hi.
Suppose now that (4.11) is true torn = 1, 2, .--, m -1, with (io~)'e i~t C H2 corresponding to x (~) (t) C H1 for these n. We assert that then (4.11) also holds for n = m, so that (ii) will have been proved by induction. Indeed,
exists because (as we shall prove)
Then also to x(m)(t) E H~ corresponds (io~)'% ~ E H~ , which completes the inductive argument. To verify (4.18), observe that the indicated limit holds in the ordinary sense, and that
which is integrable. Therefore the dominated convergence theorem may be used to obtain (4.18). Only (iii) remains to be verified. We already have hr e i~t l.i.m. ~ ' n n I = (~) t/n..
N--)~ 0
In terms of the correspondence of (i~) ~ and x(~)(0), we have
An argument identical with that presented by (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) yields the result (iii). Note that here, as before, we have taken r --0. Well-known closure theorems (Levinson, 1940) describe conditions under which V{ e ~} is complete in L2 (-¢, ~). Since L2 convergence implies convergence in H2 whenever F(. ) is absolutely continuous with a bounded derivative (spectral density), any such closure theorem states also that V{e i~T~} = H2 if F(. ) meets the above conditions. Rather than to enumerate closure theorems in L2(-Tr, 7r), we prefer to prove one theorem under a broader set of conditions on F(. Then V{e i~'~} = H~ and 2(t) = x(t) with probability one for each t, where
is defined as a random process. REMARK: This is evidently a "perturbation theorem." It states that the sampling times need not be periodic, but may vary from true periodicity by over 20% without sacrificing capability of restoring x(t). It is this interpretation which leads to useful applications involving faulty timers, variable transmission rates, etc.
PROOF: According to the hypotheses of the theorem, we assume F'(.) < Kon [--Tr, -~r + e) and (~r-e,~r]. Take e > ~ > 0, and consider
We claim that both terms on the right-hand side of the inequality (4.21) can be made as small as desired by choosing N sufficiently large. The square root of the first term on the fight of (4.21) is majorized by
F(o~)
This inequality is Minkowski's (triangle inequality), and the right side is further increased by enlarging the interval of integration. Theorem 1 is applied to the first term on the right side of (4.22), the c~(t) being given by (3.3). Consequently, this term converges to zero. The second right-hand term of (4.22) is treated as follows. Levinson (1940, theorem XVIII) has shown that (4.19) implies That (4.24) is valid is again the result of (4.19) with the same choice of b~(t), as shown in Riesz and Nagy (1955, pp. 208-210) . Thus the proof of Vie ~} = H2 is complete. The other assertions of Theorem 4 follow readily from the above. Indeed, their proof is precisely as in Theorem 1.
V. APPLICATIONS OF OPTIMUM PREDICTION THEORY
Heretofore, our sampling theorems have (with the exception of Theorem 3) required that we "sample the future" as well as the past. To elaborate, we may select some to and regard it as the time at the present instant. Then ro > to is some future time, and x(T~) is a future value of x(t). In practice, only the part of x(t) is available to us, i.e., we can obtain only those r~ = to. Nevertheless, the ~-~ appearing in the sampling theorems ranged from -~ to -~ ~, implying future and therefore unrealizable values of x(t).
As indicated above, it is of interest to learn under what circumstances a set of samples of the past span H~[i.e., determine x(t)]. To this end, prediction theory enables us to prove Theorems 3 and 5 are closely related. The conclusions of Theorem 3 are stronger; the theorem affirms not only that x(t) can be reconstructed from its values on a set I r~} having a finite limit point (instead of the half line of Theorem 5), but also exhibits a method of obtaining x(t) from these samples. At the same time, Theorem 3 requires a more restrictive assumption than Theorem 5. We will verify this statement by showing that (4.10) implies (5.1). Suppose now that (4.10) is true (with some e > 0) but that (5.1) is false. For any nonnegative g(. ) and nondecreasing F(. ), we have f g(e) O(e) de <= f g(e) dF(e). Here we shall use g(e) = exp [el e l]/e 2 + 1, and then take the logarithm of both sides. Because of (4.10), the right side of the inequality is finite, so that we shall have log f/ exp [cle lie(e) de < o~ (5.5) e~+ 1
This integral is subject to another inequality (Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya, 1952, Theorem 184) , based on the convexity properties of the logarithm. We thus obtain ~c4 e I + log ¢(e) de < 
VI. DIMENSIONALITY
The dimensionality of H2 is an indication of the number of samples required to recover x(t). We have already exhibited a denumerable base, V{e i~r, all rational r} = H2, so that at most an enumerable set of samples is necessary to determine not only x(t), but also any linear operation on x(t). However, considerable practical interest rests in finding conditions under which, for a fixed set TI, r2, • "-, rN, the samples x(rl), x(r2), • " , x(r~) suffice to determine x(t). In other words, what are necessary and sufficient conditions on F(. ) that H2 have exactly N dimensions?
Before disposing of the above question, it should be noted that some sources (Shannon, 1949; Goldman, 1954) speak of a finite sampling procedure relative to a signal zero outside of some finite interval. The reference here is not to a random process, although the erroneous inference is sometimes made. Elsewhere (Rice, 1954 , section 1.7), it is found convenient to represent x(t) by x(t) = ~M [a~ cos (nt) + b~ sin (nt)]. This x(t) has 2M dimensions, and if (~dde sense) stationary (all a,~ and b~ orthogonal, and of equal mean square for each n), is easily verified to have a spectrum as specified by our theorem on finite dimensional processes.
In the case of band-limited x(t), the dimension of H2 is completely characterized by , N -1} constitutes a base in H~. P~OOF: Since V{e *~, all rational r} = H2, this space is always separable. Suppose now that S is an infinite set, and that H2 is of finite dimension N. Then there e,,dst c~ (not all zero) such that I] x-,N ~ z.0c e !l=0-Since for any choice of c~ (not all zero) a trigonometric polynomial of degree N has at most N zeros, we can find a coo ~ S and a ~ > 0 so that. It is logical to think of x(t) --Jc(t) as an error which is to be minimized in some sense. Within the scope of the Hilbert space theory, a mean square error criterion is the obvious choice, that is, the c,~(t) are chosen to minimize ]1 x(t) --2(t) [1.
The procedure for performing the above operation is too well known to merit detailed discussion or proofs. In H2, the optimization consists of projecting e i~t on the subspaee V{ei~"}. The e i~" are first orthonorrealized by the usual Gram-Schmidt method (Riesz and Nagy, 1955, p. 67) , yielding the set {h,(w)} orthonormal with respect to dF(.), i.e., having the property f_~, h~(w)h,*(w) dF(w) = 6~,. Each such h, (.) is of the form ha(w) ~_,~ io, r~ = ake . The best estimate of e ~t is 1.i.m. b~(t)h~(w), where b~(t) i~t = (e , h,). Corresponding to this optimum is a mean square error of 1 -~--~ I b,(t) 12.
Application of the above optimization requires that x(t) be expressed
